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View source For similarly named items, see Book of Cain (disambiguation). Book of Cain Artist(s) Various Pages 148 Publisher Insight Editions Published December 13, 2011 Binding Hardcover, paperback Diablo III: Book of Cain is a hardcover by Insight Editions. It was published on December 13, 2011.[1][2] It is presented as a compendium of Diablo
lore, shown as an illustrated history by Deckard Cain.[3] Description An exceptionally illustrated fiction for millions of Blizzard fans, Diablo III: Book of Cain is the source book for Blizzard Entertainment's Diablo franchise and forthcoming Diablo III game. Book of Cain is the must-have illustrated history of the Diablo universe as told by the games'
core narrator Deckard Cain. In Blizzard Entertainment’s Diablo® and Diablo II, the recurring character of Deckard Cain delivered quests, accompanied the brave adventurer, and, as the last of the Horadrim, provided a link to the greater history of the world of Sanctuary. Ever mysterious during these appearances, Cain hinted at a larger story,
providing snippets of it in his notebook. Diablo III: Book of Cain is Cain’s formal record of this greater tale—a dissertation on the lore of the Diablo universe, told by one who has witnessed and participated in some of the epic events that make up the eternal conflict between the High Heavens and the Burning Hells. Development A letter found within
the book Elements of the book were cut due to time and length constraints, including Adria's backstory and faction/character lists. This content was later implemented in Book of Tyrael.[4] References External Links An exceptionally illustrated fiction for millions of Blizzard fans, Diablo III: Book of Cain is the source book for Blizzard Entertainment's
Diablo franchise and forthcoming Diablo III game. Book of Cain is the must-have illustrated history of the Diablo universe as told by the games' core narrator Deckard Cain.In Blizzard Entertainment’s Diablo® and Diablo II, the recurring character of Deckard Cain delivered quests, accompanied the brave adventurer, and, as the last of the Horadrim,
provided a link to the greater history of the world of Sanctuary. Ever mysterious during these appearances, Cain hinted at a larger story, providing snippets of it in his notebook. Diablo III: Book of Cain is Cain’s formal record of this greater tale—a dissertation on the lore of the Diablo universe, told by one who has witnessed and participated in some
of the epic events that make up the eternal conflict between the High Heavens and the Burning Hells. Designed as an “in-world” artifact from the Diablo universe, Diablo III: Book of Cain includes Cain’s revealing meditations, as well as dozens of sketches and color artworks depicting the angelic and demonic beings who wage constant war with one
another. FREE Ground Shipping in US Expect Delivery in 4-10 weekdays SKU: 9781608870639 UPC: Availability: 568.75 Minimum Purchase: 25 units THIS TITLE MUST BE ORDERED IN FULL CASE PACKS ONLY – see Product Details for case pack information Overview Since the dawn of time, the Eternal Conflict has raged between the High
Heavens and the Burning Hells. If the Prophecy of the End Days holds true, mankind will soon find itself trapped in the middle of this never-ending war. Here renowned scholar Deckard Cain has combined excerpts, illustrations, and firsthand knowledge to pen a history of the world of Sanctuary. His writings depict the insidious Prime Evils (Diablo,
Mephisto, and Baal), shed light on Tyrael and the other archangels of the Angiris Council, and illuminate humanity's hope and enduring heroism in the face of overwhelming terror. Revealed also are the untold mysteries, from the origins of mortals and the secrets of the nephalem to the gathering darkness of the End of Days. So take heed, dear
reader, and bear witness to the truths that lie within. Known for blockbuster hits including World of Warcraft® and the Warcraft®, Starcraft®, and Diablo® franchises, Blizzard Entertainment, Inc. is a premier developer and publisher of entertainment software renowned for creating some of the industry's most critically acclaimed games. Blizzard
Entertainment's track record includes thirteen #1-selling games and numerous Game of the Year awards.This book title, Diablo III: Book of Cain, ISBN: 9781608870639, by Deckard Cain, Blizzard Entertainment, published by Insight Editions (January 10, 2012) is available in hardcover. Our minimum order quantity is 25 copies. All standard bulk book
orders ship FREE in the continental USA and delivered in 4-10 business days. Expedited shipping is also available. Unlike Amazon and other retailers who may also offer Diablo III: Book of Cain books on their website, we specialize in large quantities and provide personal service, from trusted, experienced, friendly people in Portland, Oregon. We
offer a Price Match Guarantee, and QuickQuote form, to make purchasing quick and easy. Prefer to work with a human being when you order Diablo III: Book of Cain books in bulk? Our Book Specialists are standing by Monday-Friday 8-5 PST, ready to help! Customers Who Viewed This Product Also Viewed For those of you who haven’t been around
FBR long enough to know, I’m a big fan of Blizzard Entertainment’s games; Warcraft, Starcraft, and Diablo (also The Lost Vikings, but most of you are going to be too young to remember that). I also really like good franchise work, and that’s what Diablo III: Book of Cain is; really good franchise work.Anyone who has played the Diablo games will have
met Deckard Cain, the elderly wizened guide who sees us through the dangerous world of Sanctuary.Over the past two years we have been watching trailers released teasingly slowly by Blizzard displaying Deckard and his niece Leah, preparing for the next great battle between Hell and Heaven that will invade Sanctuary.We’ve seen him working in
the big cathedral at a desk full of papers, and this book is the result of Deckard’s work in those trailers.The front cover is a beautifully embossed, thick hard cover, designed with stunning artwork. The edges of the pages within are torn and frayed, and a deep old yellowy-brown. It is the epitome of its craft; as close to ‘an old relic’ as is possible to
make for mass production these days.Within the pages is the history of Sanctuary, the war between Hell and Heaven, and Deckard’s warnings for young Leah as she steps into this dangerous world. At times the words are block-print, and others are ‘handwritten’ by Deckard, notations for his niece to pay special attention to. The whole history of the
world which we have played in is here, as well as summaries of the extra material that has been published (for example, the Sin War trilogy of novels – which I’ll be reviewing soon – are summarised herein).The artwork is simply astonishing. Very much in the style of game-design concept art; heavy dark lines, heroic fantastical angels, men and
demons, and amazing full page drawings. In fact, according to Wikipedia, artists who provided work for this book include Brom, Mark Gibbons, Jim Gurney, John Howe, Alan Lee, Iain McCaig, Jean-Baptiste Monge, Petar Meseldzija, and Adrian Smith.In the back of the book is a nice little surprise for all those of you who enjoy maps, and I can’t wait to
frame mine.All in all, this prelude work to the release of Diablo 3 in May is worth everyone’s attention. Yes, this book is primarily for gamers – fans of the franchise – but if you are just starting out in the world, or just want to take home something beautiful, then you can’t go past Diablo III: Book of Cain.8/10 The artwork is simply astonishing. For
similarly named items, see Book of Cain (disambiguation). "Take heed, and bear witness to the truths that lie within, for they are the last legacy of the Horadrim." Intro text(src) The Book of Cain in Bastion's Keep The Book of Cain is an object that is used to identify all unidentified items in a player's inventory with a single 5-second cast. It can be
found in every town of Diablo III, right next to the stash chest. Lore The Book was originally written by Deckard Cain. It incorporated texts from various sources, as well as original writings and research. These were focused on Sanctuary and its history/geography, Heaven and Hell and their respective denizens, and the Prophecy of the End of Days.[1]
After Cain's death, Leah took possession of the tome[2] and continued to work on it.[3] After her death, Tyrael retrieved her writings from Bastion's Keep and incorporated them into his own work.[4] In-game Book of Cain model close-up Before Deckard Cain is killed by Maghda, he can perform the same action as the book if spoken to. Before patch
2.0., the Book of Cain was used to identify multiple rare items at once. After the identification of rare items was canceled, it now serves only for very rare occasions of player having more than one unidentified legendary item in their inventory, as identifying just one item takes exactly as much time as using the Book. References
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